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< MY PORTFOLIO IMAGES

YOU.

ABOUT ME & MY
PASSIONS

SKETCHING
/ PROTOTYPING

3D MODELING
/ 2D GRAPHICS

INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY
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“TO PLAN EFFECTIVELY IN THE PRESENT
REQUIRES A VISION OF WHAT THE
FUTURE COULD AND SHOULD BE.”
VICTOR MARGOLIN

DESIGNER.

As a conceptual designer I try to
come up with better design solutions
for everyday problems. I always try to
challenge myself to produce better
products that enhance users experiences.

ROLES.

My main role is to have design thinking all the way through out my process with a vision that is clear for a
path to success. I always accept new
challenges and I am ready to make
the world a better place.

VALUES.
Through out my career I constantly
try to improve myself in order to build
up my skills and become a professional. I respect others opinions and
critiques and as a great communicator I play well in teams.
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< PORTFOLIO SAMPLE

THEM.
ABOUT FORD
MOTORS

FORD VALUES.
Ford stands for innovation and technology
which are the two main aspects for smart
mobility and future of transportation. Ford
also values customers and producing vehicles with good reputation for over a century.

MY ROLE.
My role is to be competitive in design and
development in Industrial Design and joining Ford can provide me with great advantages to develop my skills and help to produce the next generation of transportation
vehicles.
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ANALYZE.
FORD HISTORY &
OVERVIEW

The Ford Motor Company (commonly referred to
simply as "Ford") is an American multinational
automaker headquartered in Dearborn, Michigan,
a suburb of Detroit. It was founded by Henry Ford
and incorporated on June 16, 1903. The company sells automobiles and commercial vehicles
under the Ford brand and most luxury cars under
the Lincoln brand. Ford also owns Brazilian SUV
manufacturer, Troller, and Australian performance car manufacturer FPV. In the past, it has
also produced tractors and automotive compo-

nents. Ford owns an 8% stake in Aston Martin of
the United Kingdom, and a 49% stake in Jiangling
of China. It also has a number of joint-ventures,
one in China (Changan Ford), one in Taiwan (Ford
Lio Ho), one in Thailand (AutoAlliance Thailand),
one in Turkey (Ford Otosan), and one in Russia
(Ford Sollers). It is listed on the New York Stock
Exchange and is controlled by the Ford family,
although they have minority ownership (Wikipadia).
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FORD
HISTORY.
Henry Ford built his first automobile, which he
called a quadricycle, at his home in Detroit in
1896. The location has been redeveloped, where
the Michigan Building now stands, and the tracks
for the Detroit People Mover and the Times
Square People Mover station are nearby. At the
entrance to the Michigan Building, there is a commemorative plaque identifying the original location of the Ford home.
The coal shed has been recreated using the original bricks at Green field Village in nearby Dearborn. His initial foray into automobile manufacturing was the Detroit Automobile Company,
founded in 1899. The company foundered, and in
1901 was reorganized as the Henry Ford Company. In March 1902, after falling out with his financial backers, Ford left the company with the
rights to his name and 900 dollars (Wikipedia).

HENRY FORD'S MODEL T FORD THIS CAR WAS THE FIRST CAR THAT WAS MASS
PRODUCED | CARS | PINTEREST | HENRY FORD, FORD AND CARS
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OVER A CENTURY OF INNOVATION.
Since its founding in 1903, Ford has been a pioneer in global
industry. Learn more about important moments in the history of
the company, and how some of them have affected the history
of the automotive industry and the world.

COMPANY
EMPLOYEES

COMPANY
WEBSITE

YEAR
FOUNDED

TOTAL
EQUITY

COMPANY
HEADQUARTERS

201,000
(2016)

ford.com
lincoln.com
corportate.ford.com

1903

US$29.17 billion
(2016)

Dearborn,
Michigan, also
known as the
Glass House
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FORD’s
PHILOSOPHY.

GREAT
PRODUCTS
STRONG
BUSINESS
BETTER
WORLD

Quality
Improving quality is a daily priority at Ford. From design and to sales
and service, Ford always aims to increase customer satisfaction.
Safety
We have a longstanding commitment to developing and implementing
innovations that make our vehicles safer for our customers and their
families.
Green
Ford’s sustainability strategy goes beyond reducing CO2 emissions.
From water usage to worker rights, we’ve made sustainability an
integral part of our business.
Smart
Innovation is at the core of our company. Ford is pioneering the
extensive use of high-strength aluminum in a mass-market vehicle,
and in 2014 we will host the auto industry’s ﬁrst developer conference
for in-car connectivity.
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FORD
PRODUCTS.

10

LINCOLN
PRODUCTS.
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PRODUCT
POPULARITY.
*SELECTIVE PRODUCTS
PRIMARY RESEARCH
BASED ON: PRICE, RESALE
VALUE, ONLINE
CUSTOMER
REVIEWS

SUPERSPORT
CATEGORY

LESS
POPULAR
MID-RANGE
SALES
HIGHER
SALES

MORE
POPULAR

POPULAR

NICHE
MARKET
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FORD
COMAPNY

FORMERLY

CURRENTLY
1960

DIESEL & GASOLINE VEHICLES

TECHNOLOGY

MARKET

HEAVY ENGINES &
CAST IRON CARS
CASSETTE PLAYERS /
AIR CONDITION /
ELECTRIC WINDOWS
FAMILY FRIENDLY AND
DESIGNED FOR TOUGHNESS
TACKLING THE MARKET
WITH 3 MAIN CATEGORY OF
PRODUCTS

PEOPLE

BUSINESS

DIESEL & GASOLINE, ELECTRIC &
HYBRID VEHICLES
LIGHTER ENGINES &
CAST ALUMINUM CARS / REDUCING
EMMISIONS
HARD DRIVE / COMPUTER
ON BOARD / BLUE-TOOTH / DIGITAL TECH
GLOBAL MARKET, EUROPE, NORTH AMERICA,
SOUTH AMERICA
ECONOMICAL, SPORTY & HEAVY DUTY
CAR SELECTIONS FOR DIFF. TYPE OF USERS
EXPANDING INTO MORE VARIETY
CATEGORY OF VEHICLES

SAFETY IN TRAVELING
AMERICAN MIDDLE AGE
MIDDLE INCOME

ACTIVE IN NORTH AMERICA,
EUROPE, ASIA, AUSTRALIA

FAMILY OWNED BUSINESS

CULTURE

2017

COMFORT & SAFETY
FUN AND COLORFUL

COMFORT IN TRAVELING

COMMUTER CARS & TRUCKS
LOCAL SERVICE CENTERS

MULTIPURPOSE CARS
AND TRUCKS
LONG LASTING
PRODUCTS

EMERGING
2030
HD FUEL TECHNOLOGY
AUTONOMOUS DRIVE
FOR MORE COMFORT & SAFETY
EASY SERVICE CENTERS
SUSTAINABLE CARS
CHINA, INDIA AND OVERALL ASIAN MARKET
OUT SOURCING MORE MANUFACTURING
ADDING SUPER CAR & LUXURY CATEGORY OF
PRODUCTS TO THE MAIN CATEGORIES
CREATING DYNAMIC SPACES FOR CAR
INTERIORS
HIGH TECH FUN, SAFE & SECURE VEHICLES
CUSTOMER SATISFACTION

MOVING INTO INVESTMENT &
BREAKING PRIVATE SECTOR
COMMUTER CARS, TRUCKS, SUVs,
SPORT CARS

PRIVATE AND PUBLIC SHARES

NATIONWIDE SERVICE CENTERS

EASY REPAIR OPTIONS

DIFFERENT CATEGORY OF PRODUCTS
FOR DIFFERENT PURPOSES

SUB CATEGORY OF VEHICLES FOR
VARIETY OF TASKS

MORE ECONOMY AS WELL AS
LONG LASTING

COMMUTER & MULTI PURPOSE CARS
ROBOTIC AND AI SERVICE CENTERS

LONGEVITY AND CUSTOMER
CONTINUITY
LONGER RUN GUARANTEES
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HIGH IMPACT

TECHNOLOGY.

AUTONOMOUS
DRIVE

VEHICLE
MECHANICAL
SYSTEMS

Ford is considered one of the giants in
the auto industry that started very early
manufacturing cars. One of the key
aspects of this company’s agenda, is to
keep up with new trends in terms of
new technologies.
This chart demonstrates a few areas
that Ford is currently investing in as
well as mature and new technologies.
For instance, Ford is currently heavily
investing in Electric vehicles to compete with Tesla Motors as well as
Autonomous driving-which also other
companies are trying to achieve in the
past decade.
In addition, Ford is currently investigating into solutions in terms of materials
and production for sustainability and
recycling.

MAINSTAYS

NEW WIRELESS
TECHNOLOGIES

FUEL
TECHNOLOGIES
SAFE & DURABLE
MATERIAL
PRODUCTIONS

REDUCING
EMISSIONS

AIR BAGS

SUSTAINABILITY

ELECTRIC VEHICLES

SAFE & DURABLE
MATERIAL
PRODUCTIONS

MATURE

NEW
DIESEL & GASOLINE
VEHICLES

ANNOYING

FOCUS

BIO FUEL / HYBRID VEHICLES
HEAD UP DISPLAYS

CAR TECH /
COMPUTER ON
BOARD SYSTEM

FIZZLE

INTERNET
MATERIALS
& PRODUCTIONS
FOR PARTS

HEAD UP DISPLAYS

LOW IMPACT
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HIGH IMPACT

MARKET.

GLOBAL MARKET
CHINA, INDIA, (ASIA)

LOCAL MARKET
IN USA,
EUROPE

Ford is currently in the global auto
industry market and trying to reach as
many customers as possible specially
in Asia in the next decade.

MAINSTAYS

COMPETING
WITH OTHER
COMPANIES
IN TERMS OF NEW
MARKET STRATEGIES

Many analysts anticipate China
accounting for one of every three vehicles sold globally by the end of 2020.
Ford was late to enter China's market,
but has gained ground quickly and
should continue to post double-digit
sales growth annually in the near term.
In addition to India and China driving
emerging-market growth for Ford, India
is going to play an increasingly large
role in its export strategy, which covers
more than 50 global markets.

ECONOMICAL, SPORTY
& HEAVY DUTY
CAR SELECTIONS

BETTER
DRIVING
EXPERIENCES

PROMOTING
SAFE DRIVES

ELECTRIC / HYBRID VEHICLES
MARKET INNOVATION

MATURE

NEW
OUTSOURCING /
OUT OF COUNTY
MANUFACTURING
PLANTS

VARIETY
TYPE OF CARS (NICHE MARKET)

ANNOYING

FOCUS

4 MAIN
CATEGORY
OF PRODUCTS

FIZZLE
LUXURY BRAND
/ SUPER SPORT BRAND

PRICING &
MARKETING
STRATEGIES

SUPER CAR
CATEGORY

LOW IMPACT
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HIGH IMPACT

PEOPLE.
DESIGN FOR
SIZE & SPACE

Ford is a company that also people
associate it with accordance and toughness in materials and longevity of
service.
Ford is currently trying to design cars
that appeal more to young and new
families with considering their budget
and needs. This includes considering
size and space one the mainstreams in
their industry to provide comfort and
safety at the same time.
In addition, Ford is entering a much
bigger global market such as selling to
China and India which means there
would be a need for multi cultural
aspects of designing and developing
products.
Ford is also focusing on quality and
customer satisfaction based on their
core company values.

QUALITY
& CUSTOMER
SATISFACTION

AFFORDANCE

BEING ACTIVE
WORLDWIDE

MAINSTAYS
DESIGN FOR
SAFETY

RESALE
VALUE

AFTER-MARKET
PARTS AND SERVICE

DESIGN FOR
PEOPLE WITH
DIFFERENT ABILITIES

MATURE

ANNOYING

FOCUS

NEW

MULTI-CULTURAL
DYNAMICS

NORTH
AMERICA
MIDDLE AGE / MIDDLE
INCOME FAMILIES

FIZZLE

BUILD FOR ADVENTURE
& ENJOYABLE RIDES

BUILT FOR TOUGHNESS
& COUNTRY ROADS

LOW IMPACT
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HIGH IMPACT

CULTURE.

CULTURAL
ASPECTS

SHORT DISTANCE
TRAVEL
COMFORT

Ford is one of the dynamic companies
that is trying to focus on the emotional
aspect of people’s experiences. One of
the early goals of the company was to
enter the global industry and make cars
affordable for all. With that in mind,
they adapted the freedom of traveling
to any place based on the revolution in
the manufacturing process in the early
days.
They promote safe, fun, and comfortable travels as well as considering customers from different variety of the
society. This has impacts on the companies line of products and based on customer needs they try to provide a new
line of vehicle to make sure they are
speciﬁc targeting different groups of
people.

MAINSTAYS

CUSTOMIZATION
SAFE TRAVELS

FREEDOM
OF TRAVELING
TO ANY PLACE

FUN AND COLORFUL

EMOTIONAL
EXPERIENCES
LONG DISTANCE
TRAVEL
COMFORT

PERSONALIZATION

MATURE

NEW
APPEALING TO
DIFFERENT CULTURES

ANNOYING

FOCUS

MULTI-CULTURAL
DYNAMICS

COLOR CHOICES
INTERIOR / EXTERIOR

CREATING DYNAMIC
SPACES FOR CAR
INTERIORS

COMMUTER CARS
& TRUCKS

FIZZLE

ACTIVE WORLDWIDE
DYNAMIC SERVICE CENTERS

LOW IMPACT
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HIGH IMPACT

BUSINESS.

ONLINE
CAR SALES

DIFFERENT CATEGORY OF PRODUCTS
FOR DIFFERENT PURPOSES

“Ford stays competitive by being diversified, global and vertically integrated.
Ford also makes quality, innovation,
design and engineering a top priority.
The following quote explains Ford’s
mission statement and how it applies
to their corporate strategy. “Our vision
is to become the world’s leading consumer manufacturing company for
automotive products and services”
(corporate.ford.com).
Ford continues to change their product
line-up based on customer needs and
demand. They are vertically integrated
and own/operate subsidiaries such as
Ford Credit and Lincoln. Ford also
owns a small stake in Mazda, in Japan
and Aston Martin, in the UK.
(ford.com).

MAINSTAYS
DYNAMIC
CAR SALES

SUB CATEGORY OF VEHICLES FOR
VARIETY OF TASKS
LONGEVITY AND
CUSTOMER CONTINUITY

COMPONENTS & ADD-ON
SALES

MATURE

NEW
MULTIPURPOSE CARS
AND TRUCKS

ANNOYING

FOCUS

ENGAGING
CUSTOMERS IN
EVENTS & NEW SALES

FIZZLE

SALE OF PACKAGES
ON NEW CARS

LONG LASTING
PRODUCTS

MORE ECONOMY AS WELL AS
LONG LASTING PRODUCTS

LOW IMPACT
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SWOT
ANALYSIS.

Higher quality
vehicles
Improved fuel
efficiency

Luxury: Ford's
Lincoln Brand
Super-sport Cat.

WEAKNESS

STRENGTHS

Global lineup of
vehicle platforms

Global Market
China, India

Macroeconomic,
Geopolitical events

Outsourcing

Industry-wide effect
in case of recession

Multibased plant
production in
Europe and South
America

Competition in US
and China

THREATS

OPPORTUNITIES

Decreased costs
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VALUE
PROPOSITION.
The Ford Motor Company, which is headquartered in Dearborn,
MI, specializes in manufacturing cars, trucks, SUV’s, buses,
automotive parts, tractors and auto financing. According to the
static perspective, Ford’s geographical scope is that it competes globally. They sell globally but the primary markets they
compete are in North America, South America, India, Europe,
Africa, and Asia Pacific.
Ford’s vertical scope are products that can be purchased by
Dealerships, vehicle financing and their vertically integrated
supply chain system.
Ford’s business model is based on their “One Ford” plan. It was
adopted in 2007 and is still used today. It consists of a
four-point business plan for achieving global success. It is as
follows:
• Aggressively restructure to operate profitably at the current
demand and changing model mix
• Accelerate development of new products our customers want
and value
• Finance our plan and improve our balance sheet
• Work together effectively as one team (corporate.ford.com,
2014)
Ford continues to change their product line-up based on customer needs and demand. They are vertically integrated and
own/operate subsidiaries such as Ford Credit and Lincoln.
Ford also owns a small stake in Mazda, in Japan and Aston
Martin, in the UK
(ford.com).

P RO D U CTS
& S E RV IC E S

CO R E
CO R PO RAT E
VA LU E S

C U S TOM E R
SAT I S FACT IO N

COM P E T I T IO N
Q UA L I T Y
O F P RO D U CTS

“ Pe o p le w o rk in g
to g e th e r a s a le a n ,
g lo b a l e n te rp ris e
to m a ke p e o p l e’s
live s b e tte r th ro u g h
a u to m o tive a n d mo b ili ty
le a d e rs h ip .”
“Ford stays competitive by being diversified, global and vertically integrated. Ford also makes quality, innovation, design
and engineering a top priority. The following quote explains
Ford’s mission statement and how it applies to their corporate strategy. “Our vision is to become the world’s leading
consumer manufacturing company for automotive products
and services” (corporate.ford.com).
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CUSTOMERS.
“We use life cycle assessments to understand and reduce the
overall impacts of our products and the materials we use; we
are developing sustainable technologies to improve fuel economy; and we’re exploring alternative fuel and powertrain options
across our portfolio.
As part of our plan, we have invested heavily in electric vehicles,
providing customers with efficient, low-carbon alternatives. We
are also leaders in the use of sustainable, bio-based and recycled materials, helping us to enhance fuel economy, performance and end-of-life options.
The quality and safety of our products remain priorities of the
utmost importance. We are committed to designing and manufacturing vehicles and technologies that achieve high levels of
safety across a wide range of real-world conditions. We continue to get high marks in key public and private crash-testing
programs, as well as in customer satisfaction and quality surveys, while our global Ford Driving Skills for Life education program is seen as an equally important contribution to road
safety.” (Corporate Ford).

“Our cu stom er s are why
w e ex ist; t heir satis f ac tion
is e ssential to our future
suc cess. Therefore,
the qu alit y o f o ur p roduc ts
a nd ser vices must b e our
number o ne prio rit y,
today and tomorro w.”
Bill Ford
E xe cutive Chair man ,
Ford Motor Co mpan y

c o r p o r ate . f o rd . c o m/ mic ro site s/ su stain ab ility-re p o r t-2 0 1 6 -1 7 / p e r f o r man c e / c u sto me r s-p roducts/quality.htm l
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COMPETITION.
Ford Motor began a manufacturing revolution with mass
production assembly lines in the early 20th century, but
today it is one of the world's largest automakers. The carmaker's staple of brands and models includes the Ford
Mustang, the F-Series pickup, Focus, Lincoln, Fiesta, and
Taurus. In addition, finance unit Ford Motor Credit is one
of the US's leading auto finance companies and accounted for 6% of Ford's sales in 2015. Ford owns a small stake
in Mazda and operates more than 65 plants worldwide.
The company generated 68% of its sales from North America in 2015.
(nasdaq.com, corporate.ford.com)
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SMART
MOBILITY
/ LONG LASTING
PRODUCTS
/ LONGEVITY OF
SERVICE

2ND LARGEST
IN THE US
/ FATHER OF
INDUSTRIAL R.
/ SUBSTANTIAL
HISTORY &
REPUTATION

MIDDLE AGE
/ FAMILIES
/ YOUNG ADULTS

GM
/ EUROPEAN
& ASIAN CAR
MANUFACTURERS

ECO FRIENDLY
/ COMFORT
/ SAFETY
/ AUTONOMY
/ AESTHETICS
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SERVICE
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/ TRANSPORTATION

GLOBAL
MARKET
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COMPANY OVERALL
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AGILE MOBILITY
/ EFFICIENCY
/ COOL DESIGN
/ AFFORDABLE
/ SPORT AND
COMFORT DRIVING

CUSTOMER
SERVICE
/ CUSTOMER
CONTINUITY

SERVICE FOR
MILLAGE DRIVEN /
WARRANTY FOR ENGINE
& PARTS / FEATURES
AND DETAILING

TECHNOLOGY
& KEY SAFETY
FEATURES

N

SAME SIZE
ELECTRIC
CARS WITH
SIMILAR PRICE
POINTS

ECO FRIENDLY
/ COMFORT
/ SAFETY
/ AUTONOMY
/ AESTHETICS

IO

HONDA
CIVIC/MAZDA
3 / DODGE DART
/ TOYOTA COROLLA
/ VW JETTA

MIDDLE INCOME/
CITY DRIVERS AND
SHORT DISTANCE
COMMUTERS

IT
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INTRODUCED
IN 1948 AS
F SERIES
LONG
LASTING
PICK UP TRUCK /
COMFORT IN DRIVE
/ POWERFUL / MULTI
USE / TECH PACK

BEST SELLING
PICK UP TRUCK
IN NORTH AMERICA
FOR YEARS

CHEVY
SILVERADO
/ GMC SIERRA /
NISSAN TITAN /
RAM 1500

MIDDLE TO HIGHER
INCOME
INDIVIDUALS
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FARMERS /
CONSTRUCTION WORKERS / PICK UP
TRUCK LOVERS
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PLAN.

PLANNING IDEAS
FOR FORD

pmq.com/August-2017/Dominos-Tests-Customers-Reactions-to-Driverle s s - Ca r s - i n- Ann- Ar bor - M i c hi ga n/
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GOALS &
FUTURE.

“Deliver our Ford Smart Mobility plan,
with a focus on emerging opportunities in mobility.”
“We revealed our vision for the City of Tomorrow and
created the City Solutions team to help solve congestion
issues and help people move more easily. We announced
an agreement to acquire Chariot, a crowdsourced shuttle
service, to drive the growth of Ford’s dynamic shuttle
service globally. Through FordPass, we continued to
focus on enhancing the consumer experience and added
functionality to the FordPass app and services over the
year. In our markets across the world, we partnered with
stakeholders to develop mobility solutions and encouraged innovative tech through a further series of our Innovate Mobility Challenge.”
(Ford.com).

pmq.https://conceptcus.files.wordpress.com/20 15/ 08/ f ord- w rc - r s 160- c onc e pt - 1.j pg

FORD’S CURRENT
GOAL FOR CARS.

FLANKING
FORD’S CURRENT
PRESENCE IN
THE HATCHBACK
CAR MARKET
Leader in this line
of products for
years for comfort
and sporty
H-back cars. Product
from is the key
success.

AFFORDABLE
PRICING WITH
LONG LASTING
PRODUCTS
Ford’s goal is to continue
producing affordable cars
that also durable and
economical for parts,
repairs, and service.

COMPELLING
FEATURES &
TECHNOLOGY
PACKAGES
Ford moves quickly and stealthily
toward latest technologies
and incorporating them
in cars for safety, security,
comfort, and agility.
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FORD’S CURRENT GOAL
FOR VANS & TRUCKS.

GROWING
Ford's VAN
PRODUCT LINE
IS CURRENTLY
GROWING
This line of products usually
have less competition, and the
key success here is to offer
this line of product to
corporations and
big companies.

INCREASING
THE USAGE

ToughNESS
& COMFORT

Ford is currently leading in the
truck industry by having products
such as F series. These products
are largely multipurpose
and comfortable enough for
all road conditions.

Ford is now combining
durability and toughness with
comfort and dynamic driving
experiences for trucks.
This separates them from
the competition. Ford trucks
also offer variety of
price points and
better performances.
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FORD’S CURRENT GOAL
FOR HYBRID & EVs.

FOLLOWER
FORD’s
HATCH BACK
HYBRID
& EV CARS

INCREASING
THE PRODUCTION
OF GREEN CARS

Ford is currently following
other companies such as Tesla,
Nissan, and Toyota to come
up with more affordable and
fully electric solutions
for H-back and sedan
line of products.

Ford is currently increasing
the production of green cars by
20%. This can also have impact
on other car and truck lines
that are currently in production.
This goal is great for the
environment and
customers.

ELECTRIC
TECHNOLOGY
Ford has not yet been provided
a compelling and unique solution
to global warming and car pollutions.
However, with current hybrid
vehicles, Ford is trying to be
relevant to the market
by investigating into
electric vehicle technologies
and their sales.
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FORD’S CURRENT GOAL
FOR PERFORMANCE VEHICLES.

NICHE
SPORTY
CARS FOR
SPORTY DRIVERS

OFFERING
HIGH PERFORMANCe
CARS TO STAY IN
THE MARKET

Although the pricing for these
type of cars is much higher than
the regular ones; Ford has
decided to stay in the
competition and offer cars
that have niche market
for sporty drivers.

Ford at least has offered one car
in it’s history that was high
performance and for racing. This
stays relevant although Ford is
not considered a huge
competition for other high
performance car manufactures
like Ferrari or Aston Martin.

QUALITY &
PERFORMANCE
Ford quality for high
performance cars is much better
than average competition. Ford
is trying to offer competitive
pricing and at the same time
providing better quality.
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REFRAMING
FORD’s OPPORTUNITIES
& PROBLEMS.

SMART
MOBILITY WITH
EMOTIONAL
EXPERIENCES
EXPERIENCE
FUN DRIVES WITH
MORE AUTONOMY

SAFELY
ENJOYING
A TO B TO C ...
TRANSPORTATION
FORD
TRANSPORTATION
Transporting passengers anywhere on this planet based on
different roads, terrains and
environments. Producing cars
and trucks that are capable of
transporting people to different destinations.
HOW TO TRANSPORT
PASSENGERS?

Having the latest technologies to prevent accidents in
order to safely transport passengers.
Air bags, cameras, computer
on board, collision detection,
safety belts, interior form and
space, materials and production of parts.

HOW TO INCREASE THE
SAFETY OF PASSENGERS
WHILE TRAVELING

Autonomous driving can help
prevent fatal accidents and
proven to be much safer overall. Customers also need to
have more fun driving for
long distance commutes to
keep them entertained.
The combination of fun and
autonomy can go well together as the cars get much safer,
drivers can be more relaxed
and have fun drives.

HOW CAN TECHNOLOGIES
HELP TO HAVE BETTER
DRIVING EXPERIENCES?

On top of autonomous driving and safety features, customers and drivers need to
connect with their vehicles
emotionally and intellectually.
This means smart mobility in
combination of considering
emotional human nature can
result in better overall connection with the vehicle and
driving experiences. This can
be done by artificial intelligence and having an understanding of current human
emotions while driving. This
increases their confidence
and meets customer needs.

HOW TO INCORPORATE EMOTIONAL
ASPECTS OF HUMANS WITH
MACHINES FOR SMART MOBILITY
AND BETTER OVERALL DRIVING
EXPERIENCES?
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LADDER
FRAMEWORK.
FORD PRODUCTS

POSITIONS
OPPORTUNITY
AREA

EXISTING
Improving the current
technologies that lead
to better overall
emotional experiences
for the drivers and
passengers

REFRAME

Incorporating voice
detection and
communication with
drivers, passengers,
and cars

Syncing phones
and cars in terms of
users habits, interests,
and travel
preferences

SMART
MOBILITY WITH
EMOTIONAL
EXPERIENCES
HOW TO INCORPORATE EMOTIONAL
ASPECTS OF HUMANS WITH
MACHINES FOR SMART MOBILITY
AND BETTER OVERALL DRIVING
EXPERIENCES?

?

Making cars intelligent
and be able to share
and communicate
with passengers (AI)

IDEAS

Cars that can
welcome drivers and
passengers and
understand their
current emotions

Being able to
update, sync, and
transfer and collect
data to become
more reliable
in terms of emotions
and interactions

Distinguish
different voices, e.g.
driver vs. passengers

NEW
Developing new
technologies which
need more research
and development in
terms of human
emotions and
machines

Improving the overall
aesthetics in terms
of materials, textures,
lighting

Being able to
choose the car’s voice
between female and
male voices with
variety of desired
accents
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LADDER
FRAMEWORK.
FORD SERVICE

POSITIONS
OPPORTUNITY
AREA

Incorporating
mechanical robots
for repairs to
work along
humans

IDEAS

3D printing
applications for
small repairs
of wear and tear
of cars

OUTSOURCE
Outsourcing service
repairs and having a
separate company
to handle it more
efficiently

REFRAME
EASIER REPAIRS WITH
CONFIDENCE IN AFTER
REPAIR QUALITY
HOW TO PROVIDE BETTER
QUALITY REPAIRS WITH
CONFIDENCE IN THE
LONGEVITY OF SERVICE?

IN-HOUSE
Continue repairs
in hours with improving
quality of materials
and production as well
as educating
workers on the
topic.

Manufacturing
cars with less
parts which leads
to easier repairs

Simplifying the
nuts and bolts
and framework
of the car by
50%

Mobile and
accessible repair
solutions and shops
for immediate
needs

Combining
surfaces in order
to have easy
installations

Educate
customers
and shop foremen
to be able to
understand what
needs to be done

Research and
development for
other not explored
areas of
materials and
production
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ROBUST
FRAMEWORK.

RANDOMLY
SELECTED
TACTICS

FORD PRODUCTS

PRODUCT
PERFORMANCE

STRUCTURE

IT INTEGRATION
Integrate technology resources and applications

Computer
onboard,
Keyless entry,
Wireless Tech,
Internet

ENVIRONMENTAL SENSITIVITY

PROCESS AUTOMATION

Provide offerings that do no harm or relatively less harm to the environment.

Remove the burden of repetitive tasks from
the user to simplify life and make new
experiences seem magical.

Some recycling
materials such
as surface body
and some
particular parts

+

TACTICS IN USE | EXISTING OFFERINGS

Autonomous
driving with
integrating AI
into on-board
computers

CUSTOMER
ENGAGEMENT

Automatic
gearbox, electric
seats, windows,
ignition, wireless
tech

+
Produce parts
that are more
environmentally
friendly +
awareness

Voice activation
for commands
as well as
sharing critical
road conditions
with the users

TACTICS IN USE | NEW OPTIONS
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ROBUST
FRAMEWORK.

RANDOMLY
SELECTED
TACTICS

FORD SERVICE

PRODUCT
SYSTEM

NETWORK

OPEN INNOVATION
Obtain access to processes or patents from other
companies to leverage internal IP and processes.

Collaboration
with Lincoln and
Mazda

PRODUCT BUNDLING

GUARANTEE

Remove the burden of repetitive tasks from
the user to simplify life and make new
experiences seem magical.

Offer several products for sale
as one combined product.

Service bundles
for new owners
as well as other
marketing
bundles

Engine and paint
guarantee as
well as some
other parts for a
limited number
of years

+

TACTICS IN USE | EXISTING OFFERINGS

+

Expand collaborations with
leading companies in tech such
as Tesla

SERVICE

Allowing customers to customize options for
bundles at any
time

Extending
guarantee for
the main parts
as well as
exchange
options

TACTICS IN USE | NEW OPTIONS
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BALANCED
INNOVATION.

FORD
PRODUCTS
IDEAS FROM
LADDER
FRAMEWORK

IDEAS

Cars that can
welcome drivers and
passengers and
understand their
current emotions

ENHANCING
THE COMPUTER
SOFTWARE
FOR EMOTION
DETECTION!

WHAT?

In this example, the scenario of
advancing cars and transportation vehicles is subject to analyze
for choosing. The idea is to make
cars more intelligent in terms of
detecting the current emotions of
passengers specially drivers. This
can be done by enhancing the
computer software and adding
some sort of sensors on the
steering wheel to detect heart
beat, stress levels and so on.

Being able to
update, sync, and
transfer and collect
data to become
more reliable
in terms of emotions
and interactions

The true nature of this feature for
Ford cars is to differentiate them
among competition by adding
values that commonly being
ignored by other companies. This
can also promote safety and
security of the driver and passengers which is always a positive
aspect.

WHY?
Distinguish
different voices, e.g.
driver vs. passengers

HOW?

Being able to
choose the car’s voice
between female and
male voices with
variety of desired
accents

WHO?

By this enhancement, passengers
can benefit from the cars’ on
board computer prompts to drive
safer with more awareness to
their surroundings. This can be
benefited by the company as well
by stepping further into customer
emotional needs.

The current technologies are sufficient to accomplish this
feature on Ford cars. This however needs user testing in
real case scenarios for the true success of this option.
Marketing could also be based on safety and more connection between the passengers and the vehicles.
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100

VALUE
RANKING.

CONCEPT
VIABILITY

IDEAS FROM
ROBUST &
LADDER
FRAMEWORK

BUSINESS VALUE
50

FORD
PRODUCTS

Voice activation
for commands
as well as
sharing critical
road conditions
with the users

Autonomous
driving with
integrating AI
into on-board
computers

Being able to
choose the car’s voice
between female and
male voices with
variety of desired
accents

Produce parts
that are more
environmentally
friendly +
awareness

Cars that can
distinguish
different voices,
e.g.driver vs.
passengers

0

Being able to
update, sync, and
transfer and collect
data to become
more reliable
in terms of emotions
and interactions

Cars that can
welcome drivers and
passengers and
understand their
current emotions

50
USER VALUE

100
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MICRO
PILOT.

IDEAS

Simplifying the
nuts and bolts
and framework
of the car by
50%

FORD
SERVICE
IDEAS FROM
LADDER
FRAMEWORK

Measure BEHAVIOR

testing this scenario
by developing a test website
that has parts for repair
/ self installation

Measuring how many
users, how many times, and
what parts they
choose to repair or
upgrade monthly
+ observation

QUALITATIVE

3D printing
parts and sections
of the car for
repairs, upgrades,
and maintenance

Combining
surfaces in order
to have easy
installations

Research and
development for
other not explored
areas of
materials and
production

QUANTITATIVE

DESIGN RESEARCH
Market RESEARCH

DEVELOPING A WEBSITE AND A
PLATFORM FOR THE PARTS OF A
VEHICLE THAT COULD BE
3D PRINTED
In this chosen scenario, we are going to test and make a micro pilot
just like the Zip Car idea within a selected group of people who use
ford products. This can be done by Ford employees who from time
to time need to repair their vehicles. A test website with parts that
are available for 3D printing can be a good start. Users can select
the parts they need to repair or upgrade and they will receive it in
their mail shortly after. They need to do their own installation which
they receive in an email. After doing this micro pilot testing we can
then decide how successful this scenario could potentially be.
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ROADMAPS.

OPPORTUNITY AREAS FORM
ROBUST FRAME WORK

GO

2017

DEVELOP

2018

EXPLORE

2020

OPEN INNOVATION
Expand collaborations with
leading companies in tech such
as Tesla

PRODUCT BUNDLING
Allowing customers to customize options for
bundles at any
time

Try to get inspirations
by other leading tech
companies

Develop a plain
for how to
collaborate with
other companies
in workshops

Hybrid and fully
electric vehicles
that satisfy
customer needs

Hooking customers
with online data for
their cars and their
needs

Develop an online
platform for customers
to be able to customize
online and choose
desired options even
after purchase

Cars that are totally
customizable based
on customer needs
so that they will long
laster in customer
hands.

Analyzing the
parts that need
the most care
base on customer
surveys and facts

Introduce 3D
Printing and other
cheaper options
so that the guarantee could be easily
extended.

Cars that last
longer and promoting a message
that the car would
hold it’s value.

GUARANTEE
Extending
guarantee for
the main parts
as well as
exchange
options
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3 4

Voice activation for
commands as well as sharing
critical road conditions with
the users

2 5 7

5

6 5 2

32

Cars that can distinguish
different voices, e.g.driver vs.
passengers

3 3 4

4

3 6 4

Cars that can welcome drivers
and passengers and understand their current emotions

Being able to choose the car’s
voice between female and
male voices wit variety of
desired accents
Being able to update, sync,
and transfer and collect
data to become more reliable
in terms of emotions and
interactions

4 6 6
2 4
6 7

3
7

4
1
5

5 4 4
4

5 2

6 6 5

TOTAL

35

FINANCIAL
REWARD

5 6 4

BRAND
VALUE

3

TECHNICAL
FEASIBILITY

6 4

4

5 6 3

35

7

3

5 6 4

32

Extending guarantee for the
main parts as well as exchange
options

5 5 6

6

4

6 3

34

27

3D printing parts and sections
of the car for repairs, upgrades,
and maintenance

3 6 5

4

7

6 5

36

33

Combining surfaces in order
to have easy installations

2 4

3

5

6 4 4

28

Research and development for
other not explored areas of
materials and production

6 7

2

1

2 3 4

25

4 4

3

5

4 4 5

29

21
42

Simplifying the nuts and bolts
and framework of the car by
50%

6 4

CORE COMPETENCIES

7

Allowing customers to customize options for bundles at any
time

7

COMPETITIVE
ADVANTAGE

Produce parts that are more
environmentally friendly +
awareness

FORD
SERVICE

STRATEGIC
IMPORTANCE
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TOTAL

5 2

FINANCIAL
REWARD

TECHNICAL
FEASIBILITY

7

BRAND
VALUE

CORE COMPETENCIES

2

COMPETITIVE
ADVANTAGE

5 6 3

Expand collaborations with
leading companies in tech
such as Tesla

STRATEGIC
IMPORTANCE

Autonomous driving with
integrating AI into on-board
computers

FORD
PRODUCTS

MARKET
ATTRACTIVENESS

IDEAS FROM
LADDER & ROBUST
FRAMEWORK
MARKET
ATTRACTIVENESS

RATE.
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ABSTRACT
REFRAME

OPTIONS

Incorporating latest
Technologies for safety
and autonomy

SMART MOBILITY
WITH EMOTIONAL
EXPERIENCES

Making navigations and
maps standard on all
type of products

ANALYZE

EXPERIENCING
FUN DRIVES WITH
MORE AUTONOMY

Making cars intelligent and
be able to share their
current situation with other
cars in the background, and
adding AI to be able to
communicate with the driver.

SAFELY
ENJOYING A TO B TO C
TRANSPORTATION

CREATE

PRODUCTS

FORD
VEHICLES

INTRODUCING
‘ZEUS’
THE FIRST
AI MOBILITY
ROBOT

FORD
TRANSPORTING
PASSENGERS & CARGO
TO DESIRED DESTINATIONS

SELECTION

CONTEXT

REAL
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ABSTRACT
REFRAME

EASIER REPAIRS WITH
CONFIDENCE IN AFTER
REPAIR QUALITY

ANALYZE

QUALITY SERVICE WITH
THE SAME AMOUNT OF
TIME SPENT ON SERVICE
FASTER SERVICE
AND REPAIRS IN
SHORTER TIME
SPANS

OPTIONS

Manufacturing cars with
minimum parts and design for
maintenance and sustainability
Incorporate mechanical robots
in order to help humans
in this process
Mobile and accessible repair
solutions in case of emergencies and
convenience as well as robotic
service centers to deal with
average service routines.

CREATE

SERVICE
INTRODUCING
‘APOLLO’
robotic service
centers

FORD SERVICE FOR:
ACCIDENTS / DUE SERVICE /
MODIFICATIONS / CUSTOMIZATION
/ PERSONALIZATION

SELECTION

CONTEXT

REAL
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CONCLUSION.

Ford is a large company with over a century of being in the auto industry worldwide. This compny is based
on core innovative values of mass production, quality, smart mobility and green technologies. Ford offers
varitye of different type of cars for people with different styles and needs. In fact, one of the main ford’s
goals is to serve customers and figuring out their wants and needs in order to produce different cars and
trucks.
In my opinion, Ford has done a tremendous job to stay in this business for such a long time. Although, the
combustion engine technology is a centruy old, Ford is trying to move up and compete with other car
makers such as Tesla, or VW.
In addition, Ford is known as longevity and quality of parts and service which still remais one of the positive
advantages of this company over the competition.
The charts in this report shows how Ford can potentialy try to come up with examples of innovation in the
product and service industry.
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